Biological exposure index of styrene suggested by a physiologico-mathematical model.
We used a physiologico-mathematical model to study the biological exposure index of styrene correlated to the Threshold Limit Value (TLV) suggested by the ACGIH for 1986-87. This model allows the solvent concentrations in blood, alveolar air, fat tissue, and in other biological media to be estimated and simultaneously the kinetics of its metabolites to be followed when a specific exposure is settled. The comparison between the results obtained from the mathematical model and the numerous research projects documented in the literature suggests a reciprocal validation. Moreover, some biological parameters (particularly the alveolar ventilation) can explain the variability of results obtained from studies concerning the solvent pollution of the factories, which used biological monitoring. The ranges of styrene concentrations in blood and alveolar air and the urinary concentrations of its metabolites (mandelic and phenylglioxylic acids) are discussed in connection with the exposure at 215 mg/m3. Important differences correlated to the definition of set-levels of TLV and Biological Exposure Index (BEI) have been found: particularly the TLVs lead to different solvent uptakes according to some biological parameters; the BEI can better explain the individual solvent uptake and body burden.